
A ready to use, premium quality spray buff  

emulsion which produces an immediate  

“wet look” on floor finish surfaces with the  

use of low speed, conventional, high speed or  

ultra high speed floor machines. This product  

also cleans and removes scuffs, scratches and 

black heel marks. Classified by Underwriters 

Laboratories® for slip resistance. This  

compliance assures you that our products will 

provide maximum performance in preventing a 

slip / fall accident. 

 

Wet Look  

  Description 

  Specifications 
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  Product Features & Benefits  

  Directions for Use 

Ready to use  

Cleans and repairs floor finish surfaces  

Used with low speed, conventional, and ultra high speed floor machines 

Yields the “wet look”  

Brings up gloss in one pass 

Maximum convenience 

 

ODOR: PLEASANT  

COLOR: WHITE 

DILUTION: RTU 

PACK: 12/1 QT 

Preparation of Floors: The floor surface must contain a base wear coat of 4 to 6 coats of a proven compatible Thermoplastic 

floor finish which has been allowed to cure for a minimum of 24 hours. Depending on soil conditions, the floor should be 

either dust mopped (if relatively clean) or damp mopped with ENERGIZER neutral detergent and allowed to dry. 

 

Application for Spray Buffing: For use with all conventional and high speed floor machines and burnishing equipment at 

175 rpm or above. Place the product into a trigger sprayer or other suitable spraying device. Apply a very light mist to a 

small area directly in the path of the floor machine, and immediately buff to a high gloss. A heavier application of the  

product may be made directly on black heel marks, or exceptionally scuffed areas. 

 

Maintenance: Spray buffing can be utilized as a regular procedure in daily floor care. The frequency of spray buffing 

should allow the floor never to deteriorate to the point where it looks as if it needs recoating. 


